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SECTION I: FLORIDA STATUTES CHAPTER 44 

Mediation Confidentiality and Privilege Act 

44.401 Mediation Confidentiality and Privilege Act.‐‐Sections 44.401‐44.406 may 

be known by the popular name the "Mediation Confidentiality and Privilege Act." 

44.402 Scope 

(1) Except as otherwise provided, ss. 44.401‐44.406 apply to any mediation: 

(a) Required by statute, court rule, agency rule or order, oral or written case‐specific 

court order, or court administrative order; 

(b) Conducted under ss. 44.401‐44.406 by express agreement of the mediation parties; 

or 

(c) Facilitated by a mediator certified by the Supreme Court, unless the mediation 

parties expressly agree not to be bound by ss. 44.401‐44.406. 

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision, the mediation parties may agree in writing that any 

or all of s. 44.405(1), s. 44.405(2), or s. 44.406 will not apply to all or part of a mediation 

proceeding. 

 

44.403 Definitions.‐‐As used in ss. 44.401‐44.406, the term: 

(1) "Mediation communication" means an oral or written statement, or nonverbal conduct 

intended to make an assertion, by or to a mediation participant made during the course of 

a mediation, or prior to mediation if made in furtherance of a mediation. The commission 

of a crime during a mediation is not a mediation communication. 

(2) "Mediation participant" means a mediation party or a person who attends a mediation in 

person or by telephone, videoconference, or other electronic means. 

(3) "Mediation party" or "party" means a person participating directly, or through a 

designated representative, in a mediation and a person who: 

(a) Is a named party; 

(b) Is a real party in interest; or 

(c) Would be a named party or real party in interest if an action relating to the subject 

matter of the mediation were brought in a court of law. 

(4) "Mediator" means a neutral, impartial third person who facilitates the mediation process. 
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The mediator's role is to reduce obstacles to communication, assist in identifying issues, 

explore alternatives, and otherwise facilitate voluntary agreements to resolve disputes, 

without prescribing what the resolution must be. 

(5) "Subsequent proceeding" means an adjudicative process that follows a mediation, 

including related discovery. 

 

44.404 Mediation; duration 

(1) A court‐ordered mediation begins when an order is issued by the court and ends when: 

(a) A partial or complete settlement agreement, intended to resolve the dispute and 

end the mediation, is signed by the parties and, if required by law, approved by the 

court; 

(b) The mediator declares an impasse by reporting to the court or the parties the lack 

of an agreement; 

(c) The mediation is terminated by court order, court rule, or applicable law; or 

(d) The mediation is terminated, after party compliance with the court order to appear 

at mediation, by: 

(1) Agreement of the parties; or 

(2) One party giving written notice to all other parties in a multiparty 

mediation that the one party is terminating its participation in the 

mediation. Under this circumstance, the termination is effective only for 

the withdrawing party. 

(2) In all other mediations, the mediation begins when the parties agree to mediate or as 

required by agency rule, agency order, or statute, whichever occurs earlier, and ends 

when: 

(a) A partial or complete settlement agreement, intended to resolve the dispute and 

end the mediation, is signed by the parties and, if required by law, approved by the 

court; 

(b) The mediator declares an impasse to the parties; 

(c) The mediation is terminated by court order, court rule, or applicable law; or 

(d) The mediation is terminated by: 

(1) Agreement of the parties; or 

(2) One party giving notice to all other parties in a multiparty mediation that 

the one party is terminating its participation in the mediation. Under this 

circumstance, the termination is effective only for the withdrawing party. 

 

44.405 Confidentiality; privilege; exceptions 

(1) Except as provided in this section, all mediation communications shall be confidential. A 

mediation participant shall not disclose a mediation communication to a person other than 

another mediation participant or a participant's counsel. A violation of this section may be 

remedied as provided by s. 44.406. If the mediation is court ordered, a violation of this 
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section may also subject the mediation participant to sanctions by the court, including, but 

not limited to, costs, attorney's fees, and mediator's fees. 

(2) A mediation party has a privilege to refuse to testify and to prevent any other person from 

testifying in a subsequent proceeding regarding mediation communications. 

(3) If, in a mediation involving more than two parties, a party gives written notice to the other 

parties that the party is terminating its participation in the mediation, the party giving 

notice shall have a privilege to refuse to testify and to prevent any other person from 

testifying in a subsequent proceeding regarding only those mediation communications that 

occurred prior to the delivery of the written notice of termination of mediation to the 

other parties. 

(4)(a) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (2), there is no confidentiality or privilege attached 

to a signed written agreement reached during a mediation, unless the parties agree 

otherwise, or for any mediation communication: 

(1) For which the confidentiality or privilege against disclosure has been 

waived by all parties; 

(2) That is willfully used to plan a crime, commit or attempt to commit a 

crime, conceal ongoing criminal activity, or threaten violence; 

(3) That requires a mandatory report pursuant to chapter 39 or chapter 415 

solely for the purpose of making the mandatory report to the entity 

requiring the report; 

(4) Offered to report, prove, or disprove professional malpractice occurring 

during the mediation, solely for the purpose of the professional 

malpractice proceeding; 

(5) Offered for the limited purpose of establishing or refuting legally 

recognized grounds for voiding or reforming a settlement agreement 

reached during a mediation; or 

(6) Offered to report, prove, or disprove professional misconduct occurring 

during the mediation, solely for the internal use of the body conducting 

the investigation of the conduct. 

(b) A mediation communication disclosed under any provision of subparagraph (a)3., 

subparagraph (a)4., subparagraph (a)5., or subparagraph (a)6. remains confidential and is 

not discoverable or admissible for any other purpose, unless otherwise permitted by this 

section. 

(5) Information that is otherwise admissible or subject to discovery does not become 

inadmissible or protected from discovery by reason of its disclosure or use in mediation. 

(6) A party that discloses or makes a representation about a privileged mediation 

communication waives that privilege, but only to the extent necessary for the other party 

to respond to the disclosure or representation. 
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44.406 Confidentiality; civil remedies 

(1) Any mediation participant who knowingly and willfully discloses a mediation 

communication in violation of s. 44.405 shall, upon application by any party to a court of 

competent jurisdiction, be subject to remedies, including: 

(a) Equitable relief. 

(b) Compensatory damages. 

(c) Attorney's fees, mediator's fees, and costs incurred in the mediation proceeding. 

(d) Reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred in the application for remedies under 

this section. 

(2) Notwithstanding any other law, an application for relief filed under this section may not be 

commenced later than 2 years after the date on which the party had a reasonable 

opportunity to discover the breach of confidentiality, but in no case more than 4 years 

after the date of the breach. 

(3) A mediation participant shall not be subject to a civil action under this section for lawful 

compliance with the provisions of s. 119.07. 

 

SECTION II: RULES FOR CERTIFIED AND  

COURT APPOINTED MEDIATORS 

Mediator Qualifications 

Rule 10.100 Certification Requirements 

(a) General. For certification as a county court, family, circuit court, dependency, or appellate 

mediator, a mediator must be at least 21 years of age and be of good moral character. For 

certification as a county court, family, circuit court or dependency mediator, one must have 

the required number of points for the type of certification sought as specifically required in 

rule 10.105. 

(b) County Court Mediators. For initial certification as a mediator of county court matters, an 

applicant must have at least a high school diploma or a General Equivalency Diploma (GED) 

and 100 points, which shall include: 

(1) 30 points for successful completion of a Florida Supreme Court certified county court 

mediation training program; 

(2) 10 points for education; and 

(3) 60 points for mentorship. 

(c) Family Mediators. For initial certification as a mediator of family and dissolution of marriage 

issues, an applicant must have at least a bachelor’s degree and 100 points, which shall include, 

at a minimum: 

(1) 30 points for successful completion of a Florida Supreme Court certified family 

mediation 

training program; 

(2) 25 points for education/mediation experience; and 

(3) 30 points for mentorship. 
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Additional points above the minimum requirements may be awarded for completion of additional 

education/mediation experience, mentorship, and miscellaneous activities. 

(d) Circuit Court Mediators. For initial certification as a mediator of circuit court matters, other 

than family matters, an applicant must have at least a bachelor’s degree and 100 points, which 

shall include, at a minimum: 

(1) 30 points for successful completion of a Florida Supreme Court certified circuit 

mediation 

training program; 

(2) 25 points for education/mediation experience; and 

(3) 30 points for mentorship. 

Additional points above the minimum requirements may be awarded for completion of additional 

education/mediation experience, mentorship, and miscellaneous activities. 

(e) Dependency Mediators. For initial certification as a mediator of dependency matters, as 

defined in Florida Rule of Juvenile Procedure 8.290, an applicant must have at least a 

bachelor’s degree and 100 points, which shall include, at a minimum: 

(1) 30 points for successful completion of a Florida Supreme Court certified dependency 

mediation training program; 

(2) 25 points for education/mediation experience; and 

(3) 40 points for mentorship. 

Additional points above the minimum requirements may be awarded for completion of additional 

education/mediation experience, mentorship, and miscellaneous activities. 

(f) Appellate Mediators. For initial certification as a mediator of appellate matters, an applicant 

must be a Florida Supreme Court certified circuit, family or dependency mediator and 

successfully complete a Florida Supreme Court certified appellate mediation training program. 

(g) Senior Judges Serving As Mediators. A senior judge may serve as a mediator in a court 

ordered mediation in a circuit in which the senior judge is not presiding as a judge only if 

certified by the Florida Supreme Court as a mediator for that type of mediation. 

(h) Referral for Discipline. If the certification or licensure necessary for any person to be 

certified as a family or circuit mediator is suspended or revoked, or if the mediator holding such 

certification or licensure is in any other manner disciplined, such matter shall be referred to 

the Mediator Qualifications Board for appropriate action pursuant to rule 10.800. 

(i) Special Conditions. Mediators who are certified prior to August 1, 2006, shall not be subject 

to the point requirements for any category of certification in relation to which continuing 

certification is maintained. 

Rule 10.105 Point System Categories 

(a) Education. Points shall be awarded in accordance with the following schedule (points are 

only awarded for the highest level of education completed and honorary degrees are not 

included): 

High School Diploma/GED - 10 points 

Associate’s Degree - 15 points 
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Bachelor’s Degree - 20 points 

Master’s Degree - 25 points 

Master’s Degree in Conflict Resolution - 30 points 

Doctorate (e.g., Ph.D., J.D., M.D., Ed.D., LL.M) - 30 points 

Ph.D. from Accredited Conflict Resolution Program - 40 points 

An additional five points will be awarded for completion of a graduate level conflict resolution 

certificate program in an institution which has been accredited by Middle States Association of 

Colleges and Schools, the New England Association of Schools and Colleges, the North Central 

Association of Colleges and Schools, the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges, the 

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, 

the American Bar Association, or an entity of equal status. 

(b) Mediation Experience. One point per year will be awarded to a Florida Supreme Court 

certified mediator for each year that mediator has mediated at least 15 cases of any type. In 

the alternative, a maximum of five points will be awarded to any mediator, regardless of 

Florida Supreme Court certification, who has conducted a minimum of 100 mediations over a 

consecutive five‐year period. 

(c) Mentorship. Ten points will be awarded for each supervised mediation completed of the type 

for which certification is sought and five points will be awarded for each mediation session of 

the type for which certification is sought which is observed. 

(d) Miscellaneous Points. 

(1) Five points shall be awarded to applicants currently licensed or certified in any United 

States jurisdiction in psychology, accounting, social work, mental health, health care, 

education, or the practice of law or mediation. Such award shall not exceed a total of five 

points regardless of the number of licenses or certifications obtained. 

(2) Five points shall be awarded for possessing conversational ability in a foreign 

language as demonstrated by certification by the American Council on the Teaching of 

Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Oral Proficiency Test, qualification as a court interpreter, 

accreditation by the American Translators Association, or approval as a sign language 

interpreter by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf. Such award shall not exceed a 

total of five points regardless of the number of languages in which the applicant is 

proficient. 

(3) Five points shall be awarded for the successful completion of a mediation training 

program (minimum 30 hours in length) which is certified or approved by a jurisdiction 

other than Florida and which may not be the required Florida Supreme Court certified 

mediation training program. Such award shall not exceed five points regardless of the 

number of training programs completed. 

(4) Five points shall be awarded for certification as a mediator by the Florida Supreme 

Court. Such award shall not exceed five points per category regardless of the number of 

training programs completed or certifications obtained. 
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Committee Notes 

The following table is intended to illustrate the point system established in this rule. Any 

discrepancy between the table and the written certification requirements shall be resolved in 

favor of the latter. 

 
Rule 10.110 Good Moral Character 

(a) General Requirement. No person shall be certified by this Court as a mediator unless such 

person first produces satisfactory evidence of good moral character as required by rule 10.100. 

(b) Purpose. The primary purpose of the requirement of good moral character is to ensure 

protection of the participants in mediation and the public, as well as to safeguard the justice 

system. A mediator shall have, as a prerequisite to certification and as a requirement for 

continuing certification, the good moral character sufficient to meet all of the Mediator 

Standards of Professional Conduct set out in rules 10.200‐10.690. 
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(c) Certification. The following shall apply in relation to determining the good moral character 

required for initial and continuing mediator certification: 

(1) The applicant’s or mediator’s good moral character may be subject to inquiry 

when the applicant’s or mediator’s conduct is relevant to the qualifications of a 

mediator. 

(2) An applicant for initial certification who has been convicted of a felony 

shall not be eligible for certification until such person has received a 

restoration of civil rights. 

(3) An applicant for initial certification who is serving a sentence of 

felony probation shall not be eligible for certification until 

termination of the period of probation. 

(4) In assessing whether the applicant’s or mediator’s conduct 

demonstrates a present lack of good moral character the following 

factors shall be relevant: 

(A) the extent to which the conduct would interfere with a 

mediator’s duties and responsibilities; 

(B) the area of mediation in which certification is sought or held; 

(C) the factors underlying the conduct; 

(D) the applicant’s or mediator’s age at the time of the conduct; 

(E) the recency of the conduct; 

(F) the reliability of the information concerning the conduct; 

(G) the seriousness of the conduct as it relates to mediator 

qualifications; 

(H) the cumulative effect of the conduct or information; 

(I) any evidence of rehabilitation; 

(J) the applicant’s or mediator’s candor; and 

(K) denial of application, disbarment, or suspension from any profession. 

(d) Decertification. A certified mediator shall be subject to decertification for any 

knowing and 

willful incorrect material information contained in any mediator application. There is a 

presumption of knowing and willful violation if the application is completed, signed, and 

notarized. 

 

Rule 10.120 Notice of Change of Address or Name 

(a) Address Change. Whenever any certified mediator changes residence or mailing address, 

that person must within 30 days thereafter notify the center of such change. 

(b) Name Change. Whenever any certified mediator changes legal name, that person must 

within 30 days thereafter notify the center of such change. 
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Rule 10.130 Notification of Conviction 

(a) Definition. “Conviction” means a determination of guilt which is the result of a trial, or entry 

of a plea of guilty or no contest, regardless of whether adjudication of guilt or imposition of 

sentence was suspended, deferred, or withheld, and applies in relation to any of the 

following: 

(1) a felony, misdemeanor of the first degree, or misdemeanor of the second 

degree involving dishonesty or false statement; 

(2) a conviction of a similar offense described in subdivision (1) that includes a 

conviction by a federal, military, or tribal tribunal, including courts‐martial 

conducted by the Armed Forces of the United States; 

(3) a conviction of a similar offense described in subdivision (1) that includes a 

conviction or entry of a plea of guilty or no contest resulting in a sanction in 

any jurisdiction of the United States or any foreign jurisdiction. A sanction 

includes, but is not limited to, a fine, incarceration in a state prison, federal 

prison, private correctional facility, or local detention facility; or 

(4) a conviction of a similar offense described in subdivision (1) of a municipal or 

county ordinance in this or any other state. 

(b) Report of Conviction. A conviction shall be reported in writing to the center within 30 days 

of such conviction. A report of conviction shall include a copy of the order or orders pursuant to 

which the conviction was entered. 

(c) Suspension. Upon receipt of a report of felony conviction, the center shall immediately 

suspend all certifications and refer the matter to the qualifications complaint committee. 

(d) Referral. Upon receipt of a report of misdemeanor conviction, the center shall refer the 

matter to the qualifications complaint committee for appropriate action. If the center becomes 

aware of a conviction prior to the required notification, it shall refer the matter to the 

qualifications complaint committee for appropriate action. 

 

Part III: RULES FOR CERTIFIED AND  

COURT APPOINTED MEDIATORS 

Standards of Professional Conduct 

 

Rule 10.200 Scope and Purpose 

These Rules provide ethical standards of conduct for certified and court‐appointed mediators. 

They are intended to both guide mediators in the performance of their services and instill public 

confidence in the mediation process. The public’s use, understanding, and satisfaction with 

mediation can only be achieved if mediators embrace the highest ethical principles. Whether the 

parties involved in a mediation choose to resolve their dispute is secondary in importance to 

whether the mediator conducts the mediation in accordance with these ethical standards. 
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Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. In early 1991, the Florida Supreme Court Standing Committee on 

Mediation and Arbitration Rules was commissioned by the Chief Justice to research, draft and 

present for adoption both a comprehensive set of ethical standards for Florida mediators and 

procedural rules for their enforcement. To accomplish this task, the Committee divided itself into 

two sub‐committees and, over the remainder of the year, launched parallel programs to research 

and develop the requested ethical standards and grievance procedures. 

The Subcommittee on Ethical Standards began its task by searching the nation for other 

states or private dispute resolution organizations who had completed any significant work in 

defining the ethical responsibilities of professional mediators. After searching for guidance 

outside the state, the subcommittee turned to Florida’s own core group of certified mediators for 

more direct and firsthand data. Through a series of statewide public hearings and meetings, the 

subcommittee gathered current information on ethical concerns based upon the expanding 

experiences of practicing Florida certified mediators. In May of 1992, the “Florida Rules for 

Certified and Court Appointed Mediators” became effective. 

In the years following the adoption of those ethical rules, the Committee observed their 

impact on the mediation profession. By 1998, several other states and dispute resolution 

organizations initiated research into ethical standards for mediation which also became 

instructive to the Committee. In addition, Florida’s Mediator Qualifications Advisory Panel, 

created to field ethical questions from practicing mediators, gained a wealth of pragmatic 

experience in the application of ethical concepts to actual practice that became available to the 

Committee. Finally, the Florida Mediator Qualifications Board, the disciplinary body for 

mediators, developed specific data from actual grievances filed against mediators over the past 

several years, which also added to the available body of knowledge. 

Using this new body of information and experience, the Committee undertook a yearlong 

study program to determine if Florida’s ethical rules for mediators would benefit from review 

and revision. Upon reviewing the 1992 ethical Rules, it immediately became apparent to the 

Committee that reorganization, renumbering, and more descriptive titles would make the Rules 

more useful. For that reason, the Rules were reorganized into four substantive groups which 

recognized a mediator’s ethical responsibilities to the “parties,” the “process,” the “profession” 

and the “courts.” The intent of the Committee here was to simply make the Rules easier to locate 

There is no official significance in the order in which the Rules appear; any one area is equally 

important as all other areas. The Committee recognizes many rules overlap and define specific 

ethical responsibilities which impact more than one area. Clearly, a violation of a rule in one 

section may very well injure relationships protected in another section. 

Titles to the Rules were changed to more accurately reflect their content. Additionally, 

redundancies were eliminated, phrasing tightened, and grammatical changes made to more 

clearly state their scope and purpose. 

Finally, the Committee sought to apply what had been learned. The 2000 revisions are the 

result of that effort. 
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Rule 10.210 Mediation Defined 

Mediation is a process whereby a neutral and impartial third person acts to encourage and 

facilitate the resolution of a dispute without prescribing what it should be. It is an informal and 

non-adversarial process intended to help disputing parties reach a mutually acceptable 

agreement. 

 

Rule 10.220 Mediator’s Role 

The role of the mediator is to reduce obstacles to communication, assist in the identification of 

issues and exploration of alternatives, and otherwise facilitate voluntary agreements resolving the 

dispute. The ultimate decision‐making authority, however, rests solely with the parties. 

Rule 10.230 Mediation Concepts 

Mediation is based on concepts of communication, negotiation, facilitation, and problem‐solving 

that emphasize: 

(a) self determination; 

(b) the needs and interests of the parties; 

(c) fairness; 

(d) procedural flexibility; 

(e) confidentiality; and 

(f) full disclosure. 

 

Rule 10.300 Mediator’s Responsibility to the Parties 

The purpose of mediation is to provide a forum for consensual dispute resolution by the parties. 

It is not an adjudicatory procedure. Accordingly, a mediator’s responsibility to the parties 

includes honoring their right of self‐determination; acting with impartiality; and avoiding 

coercion, improper influence, and conflicts of interest. A mediator is also responsible for 

maintaining an appropriate demeanor, preserving confidentiality, and promoting the awareness 

by the parties of the interests of non‐participating persons. A mediator’s business practices 

should reflect fairness, integrity and impartiality. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Rules 10.300 ‐ 10.380 include a collection of specific ethical concerns 

involving a mediator’s responsibility to the parties to a dispute. Incorporated in this new section 

are the concepts formerly found in Rule 10.060 (Self Determination); Rule 10.070 

(Impartiality/Conflict of Interest); Rule 10.080 (Confidentiality); Rule 10.090 (Professional 

Advice); and Rule 10.100 (Fees and Expenses). In addition, the Committee grouped under this 

heading ethical concerns dealing with the mediator’s demeanor and courtesy, contractual 

relationships, and responsibility to non‐participating persons. 

 

Rule 10.310 Self‐Determination 

(a) Decision‐making. Decisions made during a mediation are to be made by the parties. A 

mediator shall not make substantive decisions for any party. A mediator is responsible for 
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assisting the parties in reaching informed and voluntary decisions while protecting their right 

of self‐determination. 

(b) Coercion Prohibited. A mediator shall not coerce or improperly influence any party to make a 

decision or unwillingly participate in a mediation. 

(c) Misrepresentation Prohibited. A mediator shall not intentionally or knowingly misrepresent 

any material fact or circumstance in the course of conducting a mediation. 

(d) Postponement or Cancellation. If, for any reason, a party is unable to freely exercise self-

determination, a mediator shall cancel or postpone a mediation. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Mediation is a process to facilitate consensual agreement between parties 

in conflict and to assist them in voluntarily resolving their dispute. It is critical that the parties’ 

right to self-determination (a free and informed choice to agree or not to agree) is preserved 

during all phases of mediation. A mediator must not substitute the judgment of the mediator for 

the judgment of the parties, coerce or compel a party to make a decision, knowingly allow a 

participant to make a decision based on misrepresented facts or circumstances, or in any other 

way impair or interfere with the parties’ right of self‐determination. 

While mediation techniques and practice styles may vary from mediator to mediator and 

mediation to mediation, a line is crossed and ethical standards are violated when any conduct of 

the mediator serves to compromise the parties’ basic right to agree or not to agree. Special care 

should be taken to preserve the party’s right to self‐determination if the mediator provides input 

to the mediation process. See Rule 10.370. 

On occasion, a mediator may be requested by the parties to serve as a decision‐maker. If 

the mediator decides to serve in such a capacity, compliance with this request results in a change 

in the dispute resolution process impacting self‐determination, impartiality, confidentiality, and 

other ethical standards. Before providing decision‐making services, therefore, the mediator shall 

ensure that all parties understand and consent to those changes. See Rules 10.330 and 10.340. 

Under subdivision (d), postponement or cancellation of a mediation is necessary if the 

mediator reasonably believes the threat of domestic violence, existence of substance abuse, 

physical threat or undue psychological dominance are present and existing factors which would 

impair any party’s ability to freely and willingly enter into an informed agreement. 

 

Rule 10.320 Nonparticipating Persons 

A mediator shall promote awareness by the parties of the interests of persons affected by actual 

or potential agreements who are not represented at mediation. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Mediated agreements will often impact persons or entities not 

participating in the process. Examples include lienholders, governmental agencies, shareholders, 

and related commercial entities. In family and dependency mediations, the interests of children, 

grandparents or other related persons are also often affected. A mediator is responsible for 

making the parties aware of the potential interests of such non‐participating persons. 
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In raising awareness of the interests of non‐participating persons, however, the mediator 

should still respect the rights of the parties to make their own decisions. Further, raising 

awareness of possible interests of related entities should not involve advocacy or judgments as to 

the merits of those interests. In family mediations, for example, a mediator should make the 

parents aware of the children’s interests without interfering with self‐determination or 

advocating a particular position. 

 

Rule 10.330 Impartiality 

(a) Generally. A mediator shall maintain impartiality throughout the mediation process. 

Impartiality means freedom from favoritism or bias in word, action, or appearance, and 

includes a commitment to assist all parties, as opposed to any one individual. 

(b) Withdrawal for Partiality. A mediator shall withdraw from mediation if the mediator is no 

longer impartial. 

(c) Gifts and Solicitation. A mediator shall neither give nor accept a gift, favor, loan, or other 

item of value in any mediation process. During the mediation process, a mediator shall not solicit 

or otherwise attempt to procure future professional services. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. A mediator has an affirmative obligation to maintain impartiality 

throughout the entire mediation process. The duty to maintain impartiality arises immediately 

upon learning of a potential engagement for providing mediation services. A mediator shall not 

accept or continue any engagement for mediation services in which the ability to maintain 

impartiality is reasonably impaired or compromised. As soon as practical, a mediator shall make 

reasonable inquiry as to the identity of the parties or other circumstances which could 

compromise the mediator’s impartiality. 

During the mediation, a mediator shall maintain impartiality even while raising questions 

regarding the reality, fairness, equity, durability and feasibility of proposed options for 

settlement. In the event circumstances arise during a mediation that would reasonably be 

construed to impair or compromise a mediator’s impartiality, the mediator is obligated to 

withdraw. Subdivision (c) does not preclude a mediator from giving or accepting de minimis 

gifts or incidental items provided to facilitate the mediation. 

 

Rule 10.340 Conflicts of Interest 

(a) Generally. A mediator shall not mediate a matter that presents a clear or undisclosed conflict 

of interest. A conflict of interest arises when any relationship between the mediator and the 

mediation participants or the subject matter of the dispute compromises or appears to 

compromise the mediator’s impartiality. 

(b) Burden of Disclosure. The burden of disclosure of any potential conflict of interest rests on 

the mediator. Disclosure shall be made as soon as practical after the mediator becomes aware of 

the interest or relationship giving rise to the potential conflict of interest. 

(c) Effect of Disclosure. After appropriate disclosure, the mediator may serve if all parties agree. 
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However, if a conflict of interest clearly impairs a mediator’s impartiality, the mediator shall 

withdraw regardless of the express agreement of the parties. 

(d) Conflict During Mediation. A mediator shall not create a conflict of interest during the 

mediation. During a mediation, a mediator shall not provide any services that are not directly 

related to the mediation process. 

(e) Senior and Retired Judges. If a mediator who is a senior judge or retired judge not eligible for 

assignment to temporary judicial duty has presided over a case involving any party, attorney, or 

law firm in the mediation, the mediator shall disclose such fact prior to mediation. A mediator 

shall not serve as a mediator in any case in a circuit in which the mediator is currently presiding 

as a senior judge. Absent express consent of the parties, a mediator shall not serve as a senior 

judge over any case involving any party, attorney, or law firm that is utilizing or has utilized the 

judge as a mediator within the previous three years. A senior judge who provides mediation 

services shall not preside over any case in the circuit where the mediation services are provided; 

however, a senior judge may preside over cases in circuits in which the judge does not provide 

mediation services. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Potential conflicts of interests which require disclosure include the fact of a 

mediator’s membership on a related board of directors, full or part time service by the mediator 

as a representative, advocate, or consultant to a mediation participant, present stock or bond 

ownership by the mediator in a corporate mediation participant, or any other form of managerial, 

financial, or family interest by the mediator in any mediation participant involved in a mediation. 

A mediator who is a member of a law firm or other professional organization is obliged to 

disclose any past or present client relationship that firm or organization may have with any party 

involved in a mediation. The duty to disclose thus includes information relating to a mediator’s 

ongoing financial or professional relationship with any of the parties, counsel, or related entities. 

Disclosure is required with respect to any significant past, present, or promised future 

relationship with any party involved in a proposed mediation. While impartiality is not 

necessarily compromised, full disclosure and a reasonable opportunity for the parties to react are 

essential. 

Disclosure of relationships or circumstances which would create the potential for a 

conflict of interest should be made at the earliest possible opportunity and under circumstances 

which will allow the parties to freely exercise their right of self‐determination as to both the 

selection of the mediator and participation in the mediation process. A conflict of interest which 

clearly impairs a mediator’s impartiality is not resolved by mere disclosure to, or waiver by, the 

parties. Such conflicts occur when circumstances or relationships involving the mediator cannot 

be reasonably regarded as allowing the mediator to maintain impartiality. 

To maintain an appropriate level of impartiality and to avoid creating conflicts of interest, 

a mediator’s professional input to a mediation proceeding must be confined to the services 

necessary to provide the parties a process to reach a self‐determined agreement. Under 

subdivision (d), a mediator is accordingly prohibited from utilizing a mediation to supply any 
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other services which do not directly relate to the conduct of the mediation itself. By way of 

example, a mediator would therefore be prohibited from providing accounting, psychiatric or 

legal services, psychological or social counseling, therapy, or business consultations of any sort 

during the mediation process. Mediators establish personal relationships with many 

representatives, attorneys, mediators, and other members of various professional associations. 

There should be no attempt to be secretive about such friendships or acquaintances, but 

disclosure is not necessary unless some feature of a particular relationship might reasonably 

appear to impair impartiality. 

 

Rule 10.350 Demeanor 

A mediator shall be patient, dignified, and courteous during the mediation process. 

 

Rule 10.360 Confidentiality 

(a) Scope. A mediator shall maintain confidentiality of all information revealed during mediation 

except where disclosure is required or permitted by law or is agreed to by all parties. 

(b) Caucus. Information obtained during caucus may not be revealed by the mediator to any 

other mediation participant without the consent of the disclosing party. 

(c) Record Keeping. A mediator shall maintain confidentiality in the storage and disposal of 

records and shall not disclose any identifying information when materials are used for 

research, training, or statistical compilations. 

 

Rule 10.370 Advice, Opinions, or Information 

(a) Providing Information. Consistent with standards of impartiality and preserving party self-

determination, a mediator may provide information that the mediator is qualified by training 

or experience to provide. 

(b) Independent Legal Advice. When a mediator believes a party does not understand or 

appreciate how an agreement may adversely affect legal rights or obligations, the mediator 

shall advise the party of the right to seek independent legal counsel. 

(c) Personal or Professional Opinion. A mediator shall not offer a personal or professional 

opinion intended to coerce the parties, unduly influence the parties, decide the dispute, or direct a 

resolution of any issue. Consistent with standards of impartiality and preserving party self-

determination however, a mediator may point out possible outcomes of the case and discuss 

the merits of a claim or defense. A mediator shall not offer a personal or professional opinion 

as to how the court in which the case has been filed will resolve the dispute. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision (previously Committee Note to 1992 adoption of former rule 10.090). 

Mediators who are attorneys should note Florida Bar Committee on Professional Ethics, formal 

opinion 86‐8 at 1239, which states that the lawyer‐mediator should “explain the risks of 

proceeding without independent counsel and advise the parties to consult counsel during the 
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course of the mediation and before signing any settlement agreement that he might prepare for 

them.” 

2000 Revision. The primary role of the mediator is to facilitate a process which will 

provide the parties an opportunity to resolve all or part of a dispute by agreement if they choose 

to do so. A mediator may assist in that endeavor by providing relevant information or helping the 

parties obtain such information from other sources. A mediator may also raise issues and discuss 

strengths and weaknesses of positions underlying the dispute. Finally, a mediator may help the 

parties evaluate resolution options and draft settlement proposals. In providing these services 

however, it is imperative that the mediator maintain impartiality and avoid any activity which 

would have the effect of overriding the parties’ rights of self‐determination. While mediators 

may call upon their own qualifications and experience to supply information and options, the 

parties must be given the opportunity to freely decide upon any agreement. Mediators shall not 

utilize their opinions to decide any aspect of the dispute or to coerce the parties or their 

representatives to accept any resolution option. 

While a mediator has no duty to specifically advise a party as to the legal ramifications or 

consequences of a proposed agreement, there is a duty for the mediator to advise the parties of 

the importance of understanding such matters and giving them the opportunity to seek such 

advice if they desire. 

 

Rule 10.380 Fees and Expenses 

(a) Generally. A mediator holds a position of trust. Fees charged for mediation services shall be 

reasonable and consistent with the nature of the case. 

(b) Guiding Principles in Determining Fees. A mediator shall be guided by the following general 

principles in determining fees: 

(1) Any charges for mediation services based on time shall not exceed actual time spent 

or allocated. 

(2) Charges for costs shall be for those actually incurred. 

(3) All fees and costs shall be appropriately divided between the parties. 

(4) When time or expenses involve two or more mediations on the same day or trip, the 

time and expense charges shall be prorated appropriately. 

(c) Written Explanation of Fees. A mediator shall give the parties or their counsel a written 

explanation of any fees and costs prior to mediation. The explanation shall include: 

(1) the basis for and amount of any charges for services to be rendered, including 

minimum fees and travel time; 

(2) the amount charged for the postponement or cancellation of mediation 

sessions and the circumstances under which such charges will be assessed or waived; 

(3) the basis and amount of charges for any other items; and 

(4) the parties’ pro rata share of mediation fees and costs if previously determined 

by the court or agreed to by the parties. 

(d) Maintenance of Records. A mediator shall maintain records necessary to support charges for 
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services and expenses and upon request shall make an accounting to the parties, their counsel, 

or the court. 

(e) Remuneration for Referrals. No commissions, rebates, or similar remuneration shall be given 

or received by a mediator for a mediation referral. 

(f) Contingency Fees Prohibited. A mediator shall not charge a contingent fee or base a fee on 

the outcome of the process. 

 

Rule 10.400 Mediator’s Responsibility to the Mediation Process 

A mediator is responsible for safeguarding the mediation process. The benefits of the process are 

best achieved if the mediation is conducted in an informed, balanced and timely fashion. A 

mediator is responsible for confirming that mediation is an appropriate dispute resolution process 

under the circumstances of each case. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Rules 10.400 ‐ 10.430 include a collection of specific ethical concerns 

involved in a mediator’s responsibility to the mediation process. Incorporated in this new section 

are the concepts formerly found in rule 10.060 (Self‐Determination), rule 10.090 (Professional 

Advice); and rule 10.110 (Concluding Mediation). In addition, the Committee grouped under this 

heading ethical concerns dealing with the mediator’s duty to determine the existence of potential 

conflicts, a mandate for adequate time for mediation sessions, and the process for adjournment. 

 

Rule 10.410 Balanced Process 

A mediator shall conduct mediation sessions in an even‐handed, balanced manner. A mediator 

shall promote mutual respect among the mediation participants throughout the mediation process 

and encourage the participants to conduct themselves in a collaborative, non‐coercive, and non-

adversarial manner. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. A mediator should be aware that the presence or threat of domestic 

violence or abuse among the parties can endanger the parties, the mediator, and others. Domestic 

violence and  abuse can undermine the exercise of self‐determination and the ability to reach a 

voluntary and mutually acceptable agreement. 

 

Rule 10.420 Conduct of Mediation 

(a) Orientation Session. Upon commencement of the mediation session, a mediator shall describe 

the mediation process and the role of the mediator, and shall inform the mediation 

participants that: 

(1) mediation is a consensual process; 

(2) the mediator is an impartial facilitator without authority to impose a resolution or 

adjudicate any aspect of the dispute; and 

(3) communications made during the process are confidential, except where disclosure is 

required or permitted by law. 
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(b) Adjournment or Termination. A mediator shall: 

(1) adjourn the mediation upon agreement of the parties; 

(2) adjourn or terminate any mediation which, if continued, would result in unreasonable 

emotional or monetary costs to the parties; 

(3) adjourn or terminate the mediation if the mediator believes the case is unsuitable for 

mediation or any party is unable or unwilling to participate meaningfully in the process; 

(4) terminate a mediation entailing fraud, duress, the absence of bargaining ability, or 

unconscionability; and 

(5) terminate any mediation if the physical safety of any person is endangered by the 

continuation of mediation. 

(c) Closure. The mediator shall cause the terms of any agreement reached to be memorialized 

appropriately and discuss with the parties and counsel the process for formalization and 

implementation of the agreement. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. In defining the role of the mediator during the course of an opening 

session, a mediator should ensure that the participants fully understand the nature of the process 

and the limits on the mediator’s authority. See rule 10.370(c). It is also appropriate for the 

mediator to inform the parties that mediators are ethically precluded from providing non‐

mediation services to any party. See rule 10.340(d). Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.730(b), 

Florida Rule of Juvenile Procedure 8.290(o), and Florida Family Law Rule of Procedure 

12.740(f) require that any mediated agreement be reduced to writing. Mediators have an 

obligation to ensure these rules are complied with, but are not required to write the agreement 

themselves. 

 

Rule 10.430 Scheduling Mediation 

A mediator shall schedule a mediation in a manner that provides adequate time for the parties to 

fully exercise their right of self‐determination. A mediator shall perform mediation services in a 

timely fashion, avoiding delays whenever possible. 

 

Rule 10.500 Mediator’s Responsibility to the Courts 

A mediator is accountable to the referring court with ultimate authority over the case. Any 

interaction discharging this responsibility, however, shall be conducted in a manner consistent 

with these ethical rules. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Rules 10.500 ‐ 10.540 include a collection of specific ethical concerns 

involved in a mediator’s responsibility to the courts. Incorporated in this new section are the 

concepts formerly found in rule 10.040 (Responsibilities to Courts). 

 

Rule 10.510 Information to the Court 

A mediator shall be candid, accurate, and fully responsive to the court concerning the mediator’s 
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qualifications, availability, and other administrative matters. 

 

Rule 10.520 Compliance with Authority 

A mediator shall comply with all statutes, court rules, local court rules, and administrative orders 

relevant to the practice of mediation. 

 

Rule 10.530 Improper Influence 

A mediator shall refrain from any activity that has the appearance of improperly influencing a 

court to secure an appointment to a case. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Giving gifts to court personnel in exchange for case assignments is 

improper. De minimis gifts generally distributed as part of an overall business development plan 

are excepted. See also rule 10.330. 

 

Rule 10.600 Mediator’s Responsibility to the Mediation Profession 

A mediator shall preserve the quality of the profession. A mediator is responsible for maintaining 

professional competence and forthright business practices, fostering good relationships, assisting 

new mediators, and generally supporting the advancement of mediation. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Rules 10.600 ‐ 10.690 include a collection of specific ethical concerns 

involving a mediator’s responsibility to the mediation profession. Incorporated in this new 

section are the concepts formerly found in rule 10.030 (General Standards and Qualifications), 

rule 10.120 (Training and Education), rule 10.130 (Advertising), rule 10.140 (Relationships with 

Other Professionals), and rule 10.150 (Advancement of Mediation). 

 

Rule 10.610 Marketing Practices 

(a) False or Misleading Marketing Practices. A mediator shall not engage in any marketing 

practice, including advertising, which contains false or misleading information. A mediator shall 

ensure that any marketing of the mediator’s qualifications, services to be rendered, or the 

mediation process is accurate and honest. 

(b) Supreme Court Certification. Any marketing practice in which a mediator indicates that such 

mediator is “Florida Supreme Court certified” is misleading unless it also identifies at least one 

area of certification in which the mediator is certified. 

(c) Other Certifications. Any marketing publication that generally refers to a mediator being 

“certified” is misleading unless the advertising mediator has successfully completed an 

established process for certifying mediators that involves actual instruction rather than the mere 

payment of a fee. Use of the term “certified” in advertising is also misleading unless the 

mediator identifies the entity issuing the referenced certification and the area or field of 

certification earned, if applicable. 

(d) Prior Adjudicative Experience. Any marketing practice is misleading if the mediator states or 
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implies that prior adjudicative experience, including, but not limited to, service as a judge, 

magistrate, or administrative hearing officer, makes one a better or more qualified mediator. 

(e) Prohibited Claims or Promises. A mediator shall not make claims of achieving specific 

outcomes or promises implying favoritism for the purpose of obtaining business. 

(f) Additional Prohibited Marketing Practices. A mediator shall not engage in any marketing 

practice that diminishes the importance of a party’s right to self‐determination or the impartiality 

of the mediator, or that demeans the dignity of the mediation process or the judicial system. 

Commentary 

2010 Revision. Areas of certification in subdivision (b) include county, family, circuit, 

dependency and other Supreme Court certifications. The roles of a mediator and an adjudicator 

are fundamentally distinct. The integrity of the judicial system may be impugned when the 

prestige of the judicial office is used for commercial purposes. When engaging in any mediation 

marketing practice, a former adjudicative officer should not lend the prestige of the judicial 

office to advance private interests in a manner inconsistent with this rule. For example, the 

depiction of a mediator in judicial robes or use of the word “judge” with or without modifiers to 

the mediator’s name would be inappropriate. However, an accurate representation of the 

mediator’s judicial experience would not be inappropriate. 

 

Rule 10.620 Integrity and Impartiality 

A mediator shall not accept any engagement, provide any service, or perform any act that would 

compromise the mediator's integrity or impartiality. 

 

Rule 10.630 Professional Competence 

A mediator shall acquire and maintain professional competence in mediation. A mediator shall 

regularly participate in educational activities promoting professional growth. 

 

Rule 10.640 Skill and Experience 

A mediator shall decline an appointment, withdraw, or request appropriate assistance when the 

facts and circumstances of the case are beyond the mediator’s skill or experience. 

 

Rule 10.650 Concurrent Standards 

Other ethical standards to which a mediator may be professionally bound are not abrogated by 

these rules. In the course of performing mediation services, however, these rules prevail over any 

conflicting ethical standards to which a mediator may otherwise be bound. 

 

Rule 10.660 Relationships with Other Mediators 

A mediator shall respect the professional relationships of another mediator. 
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Rule 10.670 Relationships with Other Professionals 

A mediator shall respect the role of other professional disciplines in the mediation process and 

shall promote cooperation between mediators and other professionals. 

 

Rule 10.680 Prohibited Agreements 

With the exception of an agreement conferring benefits upon retirement, a mediator shall not 

restrict or limit another mediator’s practice following termination of a professional relationship. 

Committee Notes 

2000 Revision. Rule 10.680 is intended to discourage covenants not to compete or other 

practice restrictions arising upon the termination of a relationship with another mediator or 

mediation firm. In situations where a retirement program is being contractually funded or 

supported by a surviving mediator or mediation firm, however, reasonable restraints on 

competition are acceptable. 

 

Rule 10.690 Advancement of Mediation 

(a) Pro Bono Service. Mediators have a responsibility to provide competent services to persons 

seeking their assistance, including those unable to pay for services. A mediator should provide 

mediation services pro bono or at a reduced rate of compensation whenever appropriate. 

(b) New Mediator Training. An experienced mediator should cooperate in training new 

mediators, including serving as a mentor. 

(c) Support of Mediation. A mediator should support the advancement of mediation by 

encouraging and participating in research, evaluation, or other forms of professional 

development and public education. 

 


